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Wallace shot during Md. campaigning
By TM Stackcy
Asesctated Press Writer
LAUREL. Md (AP) - Alabama Gov
George Wallace was shot and gravely
wounded yesterday afternoon just after
completing a presidential campaign
speech. Late last night an aide said
doctors are optimistic that he will
recover.
A white man identified by police as
Arthur Bremer. 21. of Milwaukee, was
arrested at the suburban shopping
center where the shooting occurred and
was quickly brought under federal and
state charges
GEORGE MAGNUM, a Wallace
campaign aide, said the 52-year-old
governor was taken into the recovery
room shortly after 10:30 p.m. EDT
following about five hours of
eiploratory surgery.
A doctor who assisted in the surgery
said Wallace was struck by five bullets,
two of which caused serious wounds
Magnum said one bullet was removed
but another, near the spine, was left in
place for the time being
Magnum added that doctors told Ms
Wallace "the governor was doing fine "
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MS. WALLACE went on television
about 11:30 p.m. to read a brief
statement to express her confidence
that her husband will survive.
She said. "I feel very optimistic
about it Ke didn't earn the title of the
fighting little judge for nothing I
expect him to continue in the same
vein
"I'm very happy and 1 feel very good
that he's alive, that he has a sound
heart and a sound brain and all of his
vital organs are solid And I couldn't
thank God any more than for that.''
Medical concern was centered
around possible spinal injuries and
paralysis. But a Wallace spokesman at
the hospital said "The report from the
operating room is that everything is
progressing systematically. All vital
signs are strong."
THE DEPARTMENT filed charges
against Bremer. accusing him of
assault on a federal officer and
violating the 1968 Civil Rights Act by
assaulting a candidate for an elective
office.
The assault on a federal officer
charge stems from the wounding of a
Secret Service agent, one of three

persons shot with Wallace.
The shooting came shortly before 4
p.m. as Wallace was campaigning for
votes in today's Democratic
presidential primary.
The governor had just finished a
speech at the shopping complex 15
miles from Washington He stepped
from behind the podium on the rostrum
to exchange handshakes with some of
the 1.000 gathered to hear him.
A man wearing Wallace buttons
pushed through the crowd, asking the
governor to shake hands When he got
near enough, the man stuck a gun in
Wallace's stomach and fired Wallace
fell backward, hit four times
PANDEMONIUM broke out People
started screaming and several grabbed
at the assailant. "He was roughed up
pretty bad." police said later
In Washington. US Attorney George
Beall said the Secret Service had
recovered a 38-caliber revolver that
was purchased by Bremer Jan 13
Bremer could get the death penalty it
the Secret Service agent dies and
Bremer is convicted
Wallace received a blood transfusion
and went into surgery

An hour and a half later Wallace's
wife Cornelia emerged from the
operating room and said her husband
had no feeling from the waist down.
ASKED LATER about the paralysis
report. Billie Joe Camp. Wallace's
press secretary, said "It's entirely too
early for any question or answer in that
regard "
He said the bleeding and "everything
Site is under control Everything from
the operating room is very encouraging
at this tune His blood pressure is 110.
which is considered good ''
Camp said the governor was
conscious and talking when he went
into the operating room and that Ms.
Wallace was holding up "very
strongly "
Harry Stine, public relations director
for the shopping center, said the
governor's wife had been inside the
bank
"Ms. Wallace was coming back
upstairs from inside the bank She was
outside the bank when it happened.
"She said something like Oh my
God!' as she ran and fell on top of him.
throwing herself on him," Stine said.

In addition to Wallace and the Secret
Service agent, an Alabama state
trooper and a woman campaign worker
were injured in the shooting
The Secret Service agent who was
shot was identified as Nicholas Zorvas.
A spokesman at Leland Memorial
Hospital said he had been shot through
the neck After an hour of surgery his
condition was described as
satisfactory.
The wounded trooper was identified
as Capt. EC. Dothard, and the woman
as Dora Thompson Doctors said
Dothard and Thompson were "not
in too bad shape."
Ms George Mangum of Selma. Ala .
an official of Women for Wallace, said
she was standing five feet from the
governor when the shooting began
He was going to shake hands with
the crowd and he was moving toward
his left when someone hollered, 'Please
Gov Wallace, shake my hand.' He had
turned to his left and extended his hand
and there were some shots and 1 saw
smoke and he (ell backward onto the
ground." Ms Mangum said
Witnesses said a scuffle broke out
after the shooting. "Everybody was
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grabbing at the man who shot him,"
said Randy Bauer, a Wallace
supporter "A lot of scuffling and
fighting broke out nearby." Bauer said
the man carried Wallace campaign
literature in addition to wearing
Wallace buttons
See
"Wallace
campalgien,
appeaeats ilaaail," page S tad
"Wallace expected victor," page 7.
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Two arrested for actions
at Miss BGSU activities
Two men were arrested last weekend
lor alleged activities involving the Miss
BGSU Pageant, held Sunday night in
the Grand Ballroom. Union.
John Cornillon. graduate assistant in
English, was arrested Saturday night
at a rehearsal for the pageant He was
charged with violation of Section
2923.41 of the Ohio Revised Code

THE SECTION warrants the arrest
of any individual who "disturbs the
peace and good order and quiet of said
city by intoxication and or loud and
lascivious behavior and or by indecent
exposure of his person "
Cornillon was also arrested in
violation of Ohio Revised Code 2917 33
for resisting arrest

Petition circulating
to recal Taliaferro
A petition has been posted in the
Kappa Sigma fraternity house
demanding the recall of Craig
Taliaferro vice president ol the Student
Body Organization 1SBO1.
Nineteen persons have signed the
petition

Craig Totiafecre

3 students
arrested on
drug charges
Three University students were
arrested by Campus Safety Saturday at
6:30 am on charges of possession of
hallucinogens.
Arrested were Robert Gillespie.
freshman IB.A.I. Timothy
Hoopingarner. freshman IB.A.I and
Charles Strawbridge, freshman (B.A. I.
Gillespie and Hoopingarner pleaded
guilty to the charge yesterday
Strawbridge s case has been postponed
until June 9 due to a family illness.
The three men were sleeping on the
ski slope on campus. Police said they
found what they called marijuana in
the students' possession.

The petition was mimeographed, but
no other copies have been found in
other residence halls.
No reason was given on the petition
for the recall.
Taliaferro said the reason behind the
petition dealt with the stipulation that a
state employee cannot have a felony
record.
Taliaferro was convicted in 1969 of
possession of marijuana. Possession
was then a felony, but has since been
changed to a misdemeanor
As vice president of SBO. Taliaferro
is emoloved by the University, and is
technically a state employee, since the
University is subsidized by the state.
Taliaferro called the petition "a
matter of small people getting together
to accomplish small things." and added
his removal from office meant little.
He said he believed some of the
persons demanding the recall were
from ROTC
However. Capt. Jeffrey McConnell.
assistant professor of military science,
said he knew of no efforts by ROTC
students or personnel to recall
Taliaferro, but he admitted he knew
Taliaferro was not a true friend of
ROTC
A spokesman at Kappa Sigma said
the petition was legitimate, but was
probably not drawn up by a Kappa
Sigma fraternity member
The SBO constitution states four
conditions pertaining to recall of
officers:
--A petition, stating the reasons for
the recall, must be signed by five per
cent of the undergraduate student
body;
--A ballot must be drawn up. stating
the reasons for the recall, and then put
to vote by the undergraduate student
body.
II a majority of those voting
approve the recall, the said person
shall be removed from office:
-The person removed from office
shall not be appointed to any vacancy in
the SBO for the remaining school year.
Taliaferro said the failure of the
petition "to state a reason showed ooor
research, and would not be legal under
the SBO constitution.

He entered a plea of "not guilty."
The trial has been rescheduled for May
30
Wallace Ward, former student.was
arrested Sunday night lor disturbing
the peace, good order and quiet by any
indecent, immoral and disorderly
conduct, to wit: making loud noises and
tipping over chairs." according to City
Ordinance 532 02
Ward pleaded no contest yesterday
before Judge Allen Hechtel
CORNILLON said he had been
promised 12 tickets to the pageant by
Cathy Cain, a contestant. Admittance
to the pageant was limited to only those
with tickets, available only from
contestants.
Cornillon said he was (old no tickets
were available, although he claimed he
personally saw the tickets that wenreserved for him Cornillon said he
refused to leave until the tickets were
delegated to him and. as a result.
University police were called in to
remove him
Cornillon said he was dragged,
thrown up against a wall and
threatened with a billy club
"I was not interested in protesting
against the pageant, but in getting
tickets for my family and friends." he
said
CORNILLON said he believes he had
been discriminaled against before his
hearing yesterday. He said he is
contemplating filing charges against a
campus police officer for violation ol
verbal contract and police brutality
According to a press release from
Ward, he was arrested Sunday nighl
during the pageant for "walking
quickly through a narrow dimly-lilaisle
of chairs and bumping as he left.''
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Miss
BGSU

Koran Suo Sporko, sanior (Ed.) and representative from Dunbar Hall, was
crowned the new Mitt BGSU Sunday night before 600 persons in the Grand
Ballroom, Union. The contest, sponsored by Alpha Tao Omega fraternity,
included 11 girls from various dormitories and sororities on campus.

Rogers-'Don't undercut
Nixon Vietnam policy'
WASHINGTON (API - Secretary of
State William P. Rogers urged
Congress yesterday not to pass any endthe-war legislation that would undercut
President Nixon's policy in Vietnam
His testimony to the Senate
Appropriations subcommittee came

as the Senate scheduled a pivotal vote
today on an addition to an end-the-war
amendment.
The measure already before the
Senate would cut of( all appropriations
for all U.S. forces in Indochina four
months after American prisoners have

Speakers today, tomorrow
Today
4 p.m.. Historical Suite. UnionBernard Sternsher. professor of
history, will speak on "The 'Critical
Election of 1928? 1932'' 1936?' "
James Q. Graham Jr., associate
professor of history, will discuss
related political developments in
France. This is the last lecture in
the history department's Forum
series.
7:30 p.m.. Faculty Lounge, UnionJoan Burda. Gene Balog. John
Sefton and Larry Farley, all of
whom interned winter quarter in a
congressmen or senator's office in
Washington DC, will discuss their
work and answer any questions. The
panel is sponsored by the Office of
Experimental Studies.
Tiamriw
10 a.m.. 204 Moseley Hall-Stephen

Boyd. near eastern affairs assistant
legal advisor. State Department.
will speak on "ExecutiveLegislative Tensions in Foreign
Policymaking "
Noon, 359 Education Bldg.-Boyd
to repeat his foreign policymaking
talk
130 p.m. Ohio Room, UnionMichael Novak, associate professor
of philosophy and religious studies
at New York University, will
discuss
A New Search for
Identity." This colloquium,
sponsored by the philosophy
department, is for professors and
graduate students.
2 p.m., 408 Moseley-Boyd to
repeat his foreign policymaking
talk

4:3*6 p.m., Newman Center. St.
Thomas More University ParishNovak will discuss "Religious
Studies."
8 p.m.. 210 Math-Science Bldg Novak to deliver a lecture entitled
"White Ethnics: Politics of the
Seventies." Sponsored by Cultural
Boost.
8 p.m., Lounge. Student Services
Bldg.-A two-day seminar. "The
United States and the Andean
Countries," will begin with remarks
by President Hollis A. Moore Jr. Dr.
Fernando Alegria, cultural
counselor, Chilean embassy to the
United States, will discuss "The
Chilean Political Process and the
Andean Pact." The seminars are
sponsored by the University's
- Office of International Programs.

been released by Hanoi
The provision to be voted on today
would require, in addition, an
internationally supervised cease-fire
before money could be withheld. It is
opposed by authors of the end-the-war
measure.
In his testimony. Rogers called for an
end to criticism of the President's
response to "a massive North
Vie_tnamese escalation of the war."
The Secretary of State said air and
sea support of South Vietnam while
American troops are withdrawing, and
thereafter, has always been a part of
the President's Vietnamization
program.
He insisted that Vietnamization is
working, and said he believes the South
Vietnamese will be able to defend
themselves.
Rogers said he does not believe the
mining of the North Vietnamese
harbors will lead to a confrontation
with the Soviet Union or China, but
"probably is going to be a turning point.
"This is the least offensive move that
could have been taken," he said.
Pentagon spokesman Jerry W.
Friedheim told newsmen yesterday the
United States has placed mines in
North Vietnamese rivers and canals m
addition to harbors.
"This was in areas where movement
of supply has been taking place." he
said.
•
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pageant
Not even a bonafide ticket is guaranteed to get a person into the
Miss BGSU pageant
Although they all had tickets, several persons were denied
admittance to the pageant held Sunday night in the Grand
Ballroom
The young man guarding the door-with the help of two
gentlemen from Campus Safety-said these particular people
couldn't enter the ballroom because they weren't able to identify
by name the person who gave them their tickets
He nervously skipped over charges from the "outcasts" that
they were barred from the event because they were dressed in
jeans and T-shirts and because they might hold anti-beauty
pageant sentiments
Instead, he insisted the pageant, sponsored by Alpha Tau
Omega social fraternity, was like "any other fraternity event,
you know, like a frat tea." giving the ATO's the right to open the
pageant to selected guests only.
Apparently those he refused to let in weren't "select" enough
The winner of the pageant supposedly represents the entire
University at the Miss Ohio pageant Unfortunately, the ATO's
don't consider some of her constituent! worthy enough to witness
her selection
If the winner carries the title of Miss BGSU. the people of this
University have the right to see her. whether or not they can
remember the name of the person who provided their tickets. The
tickets in themselves are ridiculous
But the guard at the pageant contended it didn't matter that the
winner was called Miss BGSU .lust because she carried the name
of the University didn't mean the contest was an egalitarian
affair The name has so little to do with the event that the guard
said the ATO's could just as easily call it the Miss ATO pageant.
That's about the best idea to come from pageant sponsors yetsecond perhaps to permitting just ATO's to enter the pageant.
Then it'd truly be a "fraternity event."

ohio primary
Cuyahoga County's Democratic presidential primary is
entering its third week. The possibility of recounts and further
court action make it impossible to estimate how long it will last.
Listing on the ballot the names of statewide and district
candidates for convention delegates has complicated the counting
and made the use of voting machines impossible.
In previous Ohio Democratic presidential primaries, voters
chose one favorite son candidate who was pledged to a
presidential candidate. In contrast, this year's voters had to
choose delegates-individually or as a slate-not just a committed
favorite son.
The extra printing, handling and counting necessary to list
delegation candidates has cost Ohioans an additional $1,860,000,
according to an Associated Press survey.
This new practice of listing the delegates has nothing to do with
the voter's choice for presidential nominee, nor did the old listing
of a favorite son
The candidates could have been listed on the machines without
their delegates' names and the voter would have had an
opportunity to express his choice in a manner simpler than with
the paper ballot
If Ohio wishes to avoid election infamy in the future, a simpler
system must be devised. A state constitutional amendment is
necessary to make such a change The legislature should give it
top priority-soon.

swimming
The women's l'I'K department has finally dropped the
swimming proficiency test as a requirement for graduation.
In the past, the requirement has been pretty much ignored,
according to spokesmen from the three colleges.
Marie Podge, assistant to the dean in the College of Business,
called the test a "form of discrimination" and said "the College
of Business does not discriminate."
Virgil Orl, assistant dean in the College of Kducation, said
enforcement of the test was left up the PPK department.
In the College of Arts and Sciences, the swimming requirement
was not even checked
The men's swimming proficiency requirement was dropped
several years ago
We congratulate women's PPF. on realizing the absurdity of a
requirement that measures a college education, in part, by a
woman's ability to float on her back for two minutes or
dog paddle the length of a pool.

bgsu annual spring fling
By Fred R. Ortllp
Sporti Editor
I have a question to ask Doug Bugie.
whose letter in Thursday's News asked.
"How long will we wait?"
The question: how many bombs can be
exploded in local buildings, how many
students will be arrested for blocking
sidewalks and entrances, how many fires
will be set, how many sit-ins. lie-ins,
etc., will occur, etc., ad nauseam, before
this thing we are protesting in one form
or another is going to stop?
To all you freshmen and sophomores
(no offense, of course, but I was told Mr
Bugie was a freshman and it hardly
surprises me), we've been through this
whole gamut before.
EXACTLY TWO springs ago there
• were the rallies in mid-campus, the
"rap" sessions between profs and
concerned students, the candle light
march through town, the strikes-need I
go on"1 It happens every spring, my
friends, and will continue to happen
every spring so long as Nixon is dictating
his "honorable" edicts.

What I'm saying is the Annual Spring
Fling Mr. Bugie and others are
perpetuating is asininely futile I speak
from experience.
Let's review what happened two years
ago Students were killed, the war was
escalated (the same thing has happened
this spring on both counts). The ensuing
events were (are) predictable: sit-ins.
lie-ins, teach-ins, march-ins, frisbee-ins,
(it happens every spring) and what
happened''
Wow, a real break-through The
students were given Uie option of taking
their courses S or U. that's what
happened Then everyone went home for
the summer and had a good time.
DID NIXON deescalate the war since
then? Sure the troop level has decreased
but not because of these stupid games-or
roles-students are still playing
Since when does a president of the
strongest country on the globe look to the
opinions of the concerned college
student-as concerned and supposedly
intelligent (? I as he purports to be?
National policy is hardly dictated by the
whims of college students

We played the game two years ago. We
played the game last spring We're
playing the game this spring. Look at
this realistically, will you? Has the war
slackened? Hardly. And even if it has.
it's not because of this game college
students play every spring.
Like most idealistic freshmen and
sophomores, I once thought this was the
way to change the world-to protest
(peacefully)-because that was one of
those unalienable rights all good land
bad) Americans are able to execute
But many of us-we're apathetic, you
shout-have grown up a little, done a
little thinking and finally reached an
apocalypse We've learned that these
protests don't get heard.
I CANNOT agree more that the fate of
the world is resting in the hands of men
who have perpetuated a war for over a
decade in one form or another and that it
is our duly as citizens to become aware
of the issues involved and to act as you
see fit. As they used to say at the rallies.
"Right on'"
But just how. tell me. how are student
protests going to make Nixon suddenly
open his eyes and understand thai what

Lerrers

boycott and educate
Rallies, sit-ins. blockades, craters, or
whatever, have been methods employed
in the past to protest incidents or
measures taken by the power structures,
especially Uiose connected to the war
Some of these tactics have worked by
making some people aware of the
problem, others have ended in failure
and proved to be expensive to legal
deviants.
However, many people like myself
who are well aware of the problems and
are just as committed to the elimination
of these problems, are getting tired of
the symbolism and tokenism employed
by many protestors We want and are
looking for more constructive shows of
countering the system
At Sterling Farm, why didn't the
occupants plant a garden, some trees, or
just try to live together to show that
military grounds can be used more
constructively than for destruction, and
that peace can work by living and
working together (or is it simply a grand
figment of someone's imagination and a
"hip" word louse).

I HAVE a suggestion which may be old
stuff to some people, but perhaps an
avenue of resistance and confrontation
(legally and peaceably) with the
establishment I the government and the
capitalistic economy, believing both to
be quite synonymous).
It (the establishment i is quite
dependent on the dollar and your ability
to spend it Just think what would happen
if all. one half, or even one fourth of all
the students stopped buying from
downtown, uptown, and outside town.
Bowling Green Can you imagine all the
heart attacks, ulcers, and sudden
curiosity as to why these customers have
been lost
Perhaps these people will suddenly
become convinced that the war is wrong
(but let's include rip-off rents, food
prices, town prejudices. University
inadequacies to show the world as it
really is. instead of putting up a pretty
painted front, etc.. etc on the grievance
list)
You have the right and the power to

challenge these people and their
programs. Personally I want to
determine as much of my life for as long
as I can by myself, don't you''
Not dealing through them is one way of
saying no to them, you're in the wrong
Deal as little as possible through them,
learn to do your own thing instead of
buying it
ALSO EDUCATION as to the
reasoning behind our cause is also very
important Show people why we are
angry, not just being angry We want to
know why things are happening, so we
should return the information
The first person you have to educate
and reform is yourself Be open-minded
Do a good job. Boycott and educate
Educate and boycott.
Peace and love are more than symbols
to be sewn on the seat of your pants and
then sat upon You have to learn to live
them before they'll ever be a reality
Jerry Borer
2S5Crim

he is land has been) doing all along is
terribly, sickly wrong"'
In my mind, demonstrating peacefully
is just great, but burning and destroying
eliminates the whole purpose I do not
imply Mr Bugie or anyone wants to take
this route, but it's been happening and in
the end it only widens the gap between
college students and the outside world.
Sad as it is. college students are all
stereotyped as extremists who destroy
property The latter is what happens
when students protest-even the ones
who do it peacefully. Everyone-peaceful
or corrupt-is lumped into one basket
labeled "CollegeStudent."
NOW THERE you go labeling me
apathetic again I know, my apathy is
killing you. right' Sure, but all those
bombs, mines, guns, tanks, bullets and
above all. your naivete is killing me too.
The military madness is killing our
country, as Graham Nash sings, but
lying around campus with ketchup on
your face isn't going to change a goddam
thing
Why don't you people who are so
concerned with such atrocities as Nixon
and the war channel your efforts to a
more constructive means' Two years
ago, one year ago 18-, 19-, 20-year-olds
didn't have the right to vote like they do
now
And unless some of those protesting
here are still in high school because they
can't wait to go to college so they can
play this game, everyone of you have
that unalienable right to cast a vote.
Why don't you work for a candidate
who can end the fiasco in Vietnam Yeh.
I know, that means working through the
system lit doesn't have the glamor of
protesting! and we all know that's the
establishment il know, yeeechi
BUT I'M AFRAID there's no other
way. short of over-throwing the
government and we all know how
ludicrous that is
To summarize, let me clarify my
position I am not questioning the
goodness or badness of protesting, per
se. only the constructiveness of it I have
contributed a viable alternative
I'm sure my plea will go unheeded,
just like your cries and outbursts will go
unnoticed by the Nixon administration
But then as long as we have
underclassmen who have never had the
exhilarating opportunity of protesting
something, and as long as Nixon remains
in office, the Annual Spring Fling will go
on for at least another four years, if the
globe isn't annihilated first

peaceful resistance continues
As representatives of the ten students
arrested in Wednesday's
antiwar
protest, we wish to thank the hundreds of
people who contributed so generously
with their presence, time and money.

We hope that this action will provide
impetus for further constructive protests
this spring
For those that couldn't make it at such
an earlv hour Wednesday, including

face consequences
This letter deals with two subjects
WiUi regards to the multitude of
collectors soliciting money for those
arrested in attempting to block vehicular
entrances to the University, can you
answer this:
11 Where does bail money go once the
prisoners are released' Many people
asked that question last fall' when a

collection was taken lor those busted in a
drug raid.
2) Whv the plea for bail money' In nonviolent resistance as was practiced by
Dr. King and Ghandi. the person facing
arrest must face those consequences.
The tactic was to overrun cells with the
law breakers. They knew and accepted
the possibility of arrest. They did not cry
for bail money.
THERE SEEMS to be a division
among people as to who the minority is
on campus. Is it those people who favor
Vietnamization. cart races, or cerebral
catalepsy, or those who want a halt to
America's dominant role in Vietnam's
civil war'
It would be unfair to have Dr Pollis
Moore make a statement that BG is
against the war when nobody knows who
the majority actually is
Peter Knef's intellectually captivating
letter stated that the minority on campus
are those frisbee throwers who "know
not what they have done." and have
cleverly concealed their "red flags with
sickles, so as to show their loyalty."
Such mindless observations are the
result of thinking that have brought us
such well-known "facts" as "the Jews
are behind those riots." and "them
coloreds only want handouts.''

'WE HAD TO DESTROY IT IN ORDER TO SAVE IT, COMRADE—DIDN'T
BEFORE SOMEWHERE?'

HEAR THAT

Jim Wiener
319 Pike st
p.s. I wonder if the death of J Edgar
Hoover will take up more space in the
Sentinel-Tribune than Rennie Davis. It
depends on what side of the fence you're
on.

those speakers who are always calling
for action, we hope that future protests
are organized at more convenient limes
for these "concerned individuals."

until this obscene war is ended Thank
you
James Kellar
724 E Wooster
George MacDonald
309 N Church
Chris Wege
730 Elm Street
Dave Gentholts
112 Rodgers

WE HOPE to continue our peaceful
resistance to the war and its various
institutions on this campus
In conjunction with this view, we are
planning several other actions this
spring, including peaceful protest of the
ROTC award ceremony Tuesday. May
16. at 4 p.m. at Anderson Arena
Our year-round effort will continue

Brian Tennyson |
222 Rogers
Mark Hague
252 Rodgers
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Students objective, tolerant'

Hoffman speaks at convocation
ByCiadyNefrey

The most important
activity for students now is
to "try to strengthen the
communications link
between the University and
the community." according
to Wesley Hoffman. Bowling
Green safety-service
director.
I 'offman spoke to about IS
persons yesterday at the
noon convocation in Prout
Hall's main lounge.
HOFFMAN, who was in
charge of AFROTC
programs here from 1965 to
1968. said in an attempt to
curtail antagonism between
students and the community,
the city will not allow its
police to intervene on
campus.
During the memorial
march downtown on May 4.
he said he used a minimal

number of police working
"only to direct traffic."
Hoffman labeled his
viewpoint on students as
■objective and tolerant.
"The students are citizens,
too." he said
He said he thinks people
should pay more attention to
what students have to say.
"They are young, with fresh
ideas Older people tend to
get set in their ways." he
said
"I don't think violence is
the way to gel rid of
violence." Hoffman said,
referring to recent antiwar
protests
"PEOPLE TEND to
question their i the
protestors' I consistency of
actions Their actions are
not compatible with their
objectives People think you
should be consistent in order
to get the point across." he

Registration reopens
The Wood County Board of
Elections
reopened
yesterday for Bowling Green
residents wishing In register
for the November general
election
Students meeting local
residency requirements mayregister to vote at the board
of elections office 500
Lehman Ave
In order to register, a
person must be 18 years old.
a citizen of the United States
and a resident of Ohio and

his voting county for 30 days
Students who want to
register in another county
may also complete the
registration process at the
Wood County office.
The elections board will be
open from 8;30 a.m. to noon
and 1 to 4:30 p.m.. Monday
through Friday, until
October
For further information,
contact the University's
Office of Voter Facilitation.
372-2047.

said. "Fighting violence
with violence is not the
way."
Because the student
movement did not receive
enough publicity when it
started out as a non-violent
movement, students turned
to violence. Hoffman
explained
The safety-service
director said he finds writing
letters is the most effective
way to protest the war
Politicians just do not bother
to read petitions, he said
"It's too easy to get a list of
names "
Hoffman said in a strict
military sense, the blockade
of North Vietnam is not
necessarily an escalation of
the war.
"Its objective is to choke
off the source of supplies and
render it impossible for the
North Vietnamese to
continue fighting." he said
HOFFMAN said he
suspected
Nixon's
presidential advisor Henry
Kissinger worked out the
mining policy with the Soviet
Union when he was in
Moscow a few weeks ago
When questioned about
immediate
withdrawal.
Hoffman replied. "Judging
from what we know of past
Communist behavior, there
would be one hell of a
bloodbath in South Vietnam
if we immediately withdrew
If the South Vietnamese
want
a Communist
government, we should get
out now "

newsnoTes
Mining claim

the business community appeared
scant
The idea for the vigil was originated
by a group of 75 students and
instructors at KSU.

UNITED NATIONS. NY .APi •
The Soviet Union told the Security
Council yesterday the U.S. claim that
it mined North Vietnamese harbors in
the right of self-defense is groundless
"The facts, which are known to the
whole world, show that no aggression
has been committed against the
United States." Ambassador Jacob
Malik wrote to the Council

TV's Hoss' dies
DEKALB. Tex
IAPI
- Dan
Blocker. whose portrayal of the
gentle, hulking Hoss Cartwright on
the "Bonanza" television series made
him one of America's best-known
actors, will be buried in this small
northeast Texas town, his mother said
today
Blocker. 43. died Saturday of two
blood clots in the lung. A family
spokesmen said Blocker developed an
infection after undergoing gall
bladder surgery May I. He died a fewhours after being readmitted to a
hospital in Hollywood. Calif.

Silent protest
KENT (API
A five-minute
silent antiwar demonstration drew
participation from what a spokesman
estimated as "a couple of thousand,
maybe more" students at Kent State
University at 11 am yesterday
About 50 protestors blocked traffic
on East Main Street in front of the
Kent campus for several minutes,
while other demonstrators clustered
in groups outside campus buildings
In downtown Kent, support from

U.N. budget
WASHINGTON (APi - The House
Appropriations
Committee,
apparently retaliating for the

However. Hoffman
believed the United States
should have never become
involved in South Vietnam in
the first place.
"I don't know a better way
to do it I wind down the war
effort" than what's been
done If 1 did. I'd write the
President a letter." he said
BONNIE Knipp. a
member of the Campus
Peace Action Group, said
the response to the
canvassers who went out
into the community
Saturday was generally
favorable

NMMphtM by Marcy |M>
Wesley Hoffman Bowling Green softy service director, spoke
ConVOCQtiOn

"•"*" approximalely 15 student* in Prout Hall yesterday at the
convocation.
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South Viets recapture base
SAIGON I API - South
Vietnamese infantrymen
using bold helicopter assault
tactics recaptured ar
important fire base
southwest of Hue yesterday
in the second phase of an
effort to pre-empt North
Vietnamese plans to attack
the former imperial capital
The surprise reconquesl of
Fire Base Baslogne. which
had been abandoned under
enemy attack days ago.
came as a renewed fighting
was reported in the central
highlands
Communist
command troops also cut
two key highways by
destroying culverts.
The six and one-half week

expulsion ol Nationalist China, today
recommended a sharp cut in the
United State' contribution to the
United Nations.
The committee wrote into a $4.58billion appropriation bill a provision
that the U.S. share of the U.N.
operating budget for fiscal 1973 not
exceed 25 per cent

Agency costs
WASHINGTON (APi Secrecy by
the Pentagon. Stale Department.
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and the AtomicEnergy Commission has cost twice as
much as their public information
programs. Rep
William S
Moorehead I D-Pa I, said yesterday.
An analysis by the General
Accounting Office shows these four
agencies paid a total of $126 million
for security classification practices,
said Moorhead. chairman of the
House government information
subcommittee

siege of An l.oc continued as
enemy forces hurled another
2.500 rounds of artillery.
rocket and mortar fire into
the ravaged provincial
capital 60 miles north of
.Saigon
THE U.S. Command
disclosed the loss of three
more planes in raids over
North Vietnam with all six
crewmen listed as missing
This raised U.S. air losses to
142 Americans reported
killed or missing in
Indochina since Hanoi's
general offensive began
March 30
At Bastogne. field reports
said, a platoon of volunteers
riding six South Vietnamese
helicopters assaulted the
base in midafternoon They
quickly secured
il for
ground forces which drove
westward along Route 547
behind a shield of U.S. air
strikes
The attackers encountered
only light resistance, the
reports said, indicating
North Vietnamese forces
around Bastogne possibly
were surprised by the bold
attack

Like the Vietnamese
marine raid over
the
weekend into enenn --held
territory just northwest ol
Rue. the Bastogne operation
indicated a determination by
South
Vietnamese
commanders to seize the
initiative from enemy forces
threatening I'ue

culling important roads.
succeeded in closing
Highway ID east of I'leiku
and I'ighway I west ol
Saigon
I'ighway
19. coastal
supply route was cut for 16
days lasl month by lighting
.il the An Khe Pass, was
closed for the second time

MILITARY sources said
more such forays ran be
expected by forces under l.t
Gen Ngo Uuang Truong,
who assumed command ol
the region two weeks ago
following the loss ol Quant
Tri Province
Fighting continued around
Konlum. the threatened
capital of the highlands
province of the same name,
as a concentrated airlift of
15.000
Monlagnard
refugees, got under way
Kighlmg flared yesterday
to the northwest, north and
south of Kontuni. which
allied military sources say is
threatened by about 3.000
enemy troops
Communist-led
forces,
who have been trying to
isolate population centers
and military bases by

3 found guilty
in protest case

Sunday night alter enemy
sappers blew up two
culverts
Saboteurs also destroyed a
culvert on Highway I near
Trang Bang, a district town
about 25 miles northwest of
Saigon It cut the main road
access to the citv of Tav
Ninh

Three students pleaded no contest and were found guilty
Friday in Bowling Green Municipal Court on charges ol
unlawlul congregation of public grounds and sidewalks
resulting from an attempt to blockade the University lasl
Wednesday
hound guilty were Christopher Wege freshman . A&Si.
Richard Weber, junior IA&SI. and Dennis Korpowski
Ireshman I A&S I They were fined $15 and court COStl
Seven other students also arrested Wednesday failed to
appear in court and forfeited their $25 bonds posted
THEY WERE James Kellar, graduate student. George
MacDonald. senior (A&Si. Brian Tennyson, sophomore
(Ed.I; Mark I'ague. freshman IA&SI. and Brian Beck,
freshman <A&Sl
The students were arrested between 7 30and 8 a m.
Wednesday as they attempted to block parking lots and
entrances to the Administration Bldg in protest ol President
Nixon's derision to mine North Vietnam's harbors

OFFICE OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
Fall Quarter Seminars
(4 hours of elective credit, S/U grading)
BEGINNING ESPERANTO '
CHRISTIANITY IN AMERICA '
CULTURE-COUNTER CULTURE
INTRODUCTION TO RELIGIOUS STUDIES: A PERSONAL APPROACH
LISTENER'S APPROACH TO CLASSICAL MUSIC ■
LOVE. MYSTICISM & POETRY ' POLISH II
POLITICS & AMERICAN DRAMA ' POLITICS OF FOOD '
ROMAN LAW
SELECTED HIPSTER POETS ' STUDIO COURSE IN SILVERSMITHING ■ WOMEN'S MOVEMENT SEMINAR
WORLD OF ABRAHAM MASL0W '
WORLDS YOU WOULDN'T LIKE

Full details, including descriptions, instructors, times, etc., available from the Office.

EUROPE $209
ROUND TRIP JET

The group of 14 canvassers
reached about 70 houses.
Participants distributed
antiwar material and talked
to residents
"Most people supported
Nixon's policy, but wanted
out of the war They (the
students) got some people to
agree to write to their
representatives."
Between 50 and 60 persons
have signed up to canvass
the community The next
move into the community is
scheduled for Wednesday
evening. Canvassers are to
meet at 6 p.m in Prout
Pali's main lounge

• OPEN BAR AND MEALS

Open to ALL interested students who MUST preregister at the Office of
Experimental Studies Preregistration opens 9 00 a m today

BOWLING GREEN FLIGHT SCHEDULE
(Corrior

Fit. No.

Route

Dotes

Cost

Columbus - Ami - Ion - Col

6/13-8/4

'CAl
I.WD
IWD

671
511
673
681

Detroit - London - Detroit

6/17-9/3

Cleveland - Ion - Ams - Cleve
Columbus - Lon - Ams - Col

7/23-9/19
8/4-9/5

$196
$216
$196
$206

Admin. Chg.

TOTAL

$13
$13
$13
$13

TRAVEL SERVICES AVAILABLE:
•
•
•
•

StC'denti International'! 40-Page European Trip Guide (Free I
Car' and Motetcycle Rental, leasing, and Purchase
Travelers Insurance: Air Fare, Medical Boggoge
Travtl library, language Books and Maps for Use or Purchase

• Passport Applications and Vaccination Certificate Forms
• Intro-European Charter Flights and Transportation Schedules
• EuraU. Briirail Passes. . .Hostel, Hotel Bookings

Administrative A Travel Services By.

For intoimalion and
reservations contact:

372-2343
UNION ACTIVITIES OFFICE
UNIVERSITY UNION

During the coming academic year, the Office will offer a series of seminars
dealing with religious studies. To facilitate planning,
the quarter-by-quarter Using follows:

e^, _
To receive money abroad
quickly ond safely, use

I AMERICAN EXPRESSl
FOREIGN REMITTANCE SERVICE

s~< —«

WORLD WIDE CHARTER —
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
621 Church Street
Ann Arbor. Michigan 48104

AMf X and Students International have created an EMERGENCY MONEY ABROAD KIT
to help with your travels. It's free. . .please write us.
for Mat prior rs pro ran sliare ol the total chatter cost sub/eel to increase or decrease depending upon total number ol participants as pot CAB regulations
Open omtj to faculty stall students A immediate lomrlms ol this university

FALL

WINTER

SPRING

Intro, to Religious Studies

New Testament & Modern Criticism

Studies in Spirituality

Christianity in America

Thought of Teilhard de Chardin

Religion in the Age of
Aquarius

On the Bead Game: Fugues and
Passacaglias on Comparative
Philosophy. Religion. & Reified
Life Styles.

Religious Dimensions of
American Transcendentalism!
Religion of the Future

New Course for the Fall

/

Philosophy 323. HISTORY OF ORIENTAL RELIGIONS
Instructor: Doug Daye
A survey ol tht major religious world-views and practices in Asia including Hinduism. Buddhism, Confucianism. Taoism and
Shinto. This course is designed lot students with no background in either Philosophy 01 Asian thought and should be of interest
to anyone who eipects to coexist with Asian peoples in the 21st century.

DON'T OVERLOOK THE POSSIBILITIES OF INDEPENDENT STUDY (Exp. Studies 201)
3-16 HOURS EACH QUARTER

,«•«,. 4/TheBXI New., Tueed-y,.*.,l». 1»72

Fewer registration problems

Computer aids in scheduling

Canvassers

Kathy and Dan
respectively, aro
seeking tupporl
decision
They
representatives

Seabold, junior (Ed.) an<) junior (A&S)
canvassing th« Bowling Green community
against President Nixon's recant war
are urging citiiens to write to lhe)ir

No registration system
satisfies everyone, but.
according to Gary Brewer,
assistant to the registrar,
the University's computer
registration system does cut
down on the number of
student
scheduling
problems
Brewer said under the new
registration system, more
students receive schedules
that are compatible with
their needs and desires, thus
reducing the number of
students forced to work
around an unacceptable
class schedule.
MORE
STUDENTS
receive their original course
requests now than they did
when
the University
operated
its in-person
registration system in the

Grand Ballroom. he said.
1,'e also pointed out that
fewer students have to go
through the problems of
drop-add at the beginning of
each quarter.
Brewer
said
the
advantages of the system
are the result of the demand
analysis aspect of computer
registration.
After students
submit
their registration requests,
demand analyses for each
course are distributed to the
academic departments to
compare the demand with
the number of sections the
departments originally
planned to offer
If student requests for a
certain course are greater
than the capacity of the
original
sections,
a

School limit upheld for Amish
WASHINGTON i At'I-The
Supreme t'ourl yesterday
barred the slates from
lorcing the Amish to educate
their children beyond the
eighth grade
The 7-0 decision held
Wisconsin's
interest
in
compulsory schooling must
give way to (he right of
Amish people to practice
their religion.
FORCING a high-school
education on
"the plain

people
would
gravely
endanger if not destroy the
tree exercise of their
religious
beliefs. Chief
Justice Warren K. Burger
Hid lor the court
The ruling was a victory
for the Amish and the Old
Order Mennonites. who have
been subjected to criminal
prosecutions in nine states
for refusing to send their
children to high school
These descendants of
Swiss Anabaptists do not

Congratulations

Suzanne Kapler
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Sweetheart
L & L The ADPis

object to a primary
education to help their
children read the Bible,
farm and deal with other
people
Bui then concept of life
aloof from worldly ways
views schooling beyond the
eighth grade as a threat to
salvation
IN A 5-4 decision, the court
held subcontract's taking
over a job must deal with the
union representing the
workers on hand

Women's
Liberation
Meeting &
Panel Discussion
Wed., 17,
9:00 P.M.
MacDonald
EAST Cafeteria

But the court said
unanimously
the new
employer is not bound by
terms of the old labor
agreement and can try to
work out a new one with the
union
Justice Byron R White
spoke for the court in a
dispute involving guards at a
Lockheed
plant
in
California
On another front, the
justices advanced the busing
of some 24.000 children in
Norfolk, Va , who had been
assigned to schools beyond
walking distance from their
homes
The Norfolk school board
had complained it would cost
the city S3 6 million in one
year to buy and operate
busses to comply with the
decision by the U.S. Circuit
Court in Richmond
NORFOLK never had

provided free transportation
for students and the only
public bus service in the city
is scheduled to pull out this
summer.
Nevertheless, in a 8-0
ruling, the justices left
standing the circuit court
requirement
for
free
transportation, based on its
belief that it would be a
cruel hoax to assign a child
to a distant school as part of
a desegregation plan and
then fail to help him get
there
In another ruling, the
Court upheld the inspection
provisions of the 1968 guncontrol law The federal
appeals court in Denver had
concluded the law violates
the Constitution by allowing
Internal Revenue Service
agents to inspect the shops
of gun dealers without a
search warrant

THE

BG NEWS
Needs
rising sophomores
For
advertising salesmen

department may then open
new sections of the course.
BREWER
ALSO cited
several advantages of the
system for the University,
including a reduction in the
number of human errors
normally
found
in
registration systems.
Ke said
computer
registration also permits the
University
to collect
information to plan future
course offerings and allows
it to adjust course offerings
before the actual sectioning
process begins.
Departments can adjust
class size limits on the basis
of demand and balance
sections so one class doesn't
have too many students and
another not enough
The registrar's office has
been working on fall quarter
scheduling procedures since
the beginning of this session
During the first week of
the quarter, the registrar
sent the proposed fall
quarter course schedules to
each academic department
Departments were required
to return approved schedules
by the end of the third week
CLASS SCHEDULES were
printed during the fifth and
sixth weeks
All course
request forms should have

been distributed to students
by last weekend
After all request forms are
submitted, the registrar's
office will run a demand
analysis on each course and
send the results to the
departments. Only after
departments have adjusted
their schedules to suit
student demands will the
actual scheduling process
begin
Three phases, or passes,
through the computer are
required to handle course
requests
After request forms are
arranged so students with
the greatest number of hours
have first crack at the
available sections, they are
fed into the computer for the
first pass.
In this pass, students are
assigned to class sections
only if a balance point for
enrollment has not yet been
reached This balance point
is somewhat below the
actual class size limit
FOR EXAMPLE, if a
section is limited to only 35
students, its balance point
would probably be about 30
students.
During the second pass, all
balance points are removed.
A student who received an
incomplete schedule during

Marimba Sextet to perform
with Percussion Ensemble
A newly-lormed Marimba
Sextet comprised of students
in the School ol Music will
appear with the Bowling
Green Percussion Ensemble
tomorrow at 8 15 p.m. in the
Hecital Hall. School ol
Music Bldg

The Sextet will play
arrangements ol Bach's
Toccata and Fugue in D
Mjjjur" and the overture to
Mozart's "The Marriage of
Figaro."

Formed in 1968 and
directed by Wendell Jones,
assistant
prolessor
of
performance studies, the
ensemble gives percussion
students the opportunity to
play
chamber
and
traditional
percussion
music, as well as popular
numbers.
OTHER WORKS to be
performed include a new
composition
by
San
Francisco
Symphony

RECORD

excellent experience opportunity
learn how to
GET RICH SLOWLY
The only undergraduate course
that turns into
a post graduate career.
How many guys hove you heard of who've walked out
of the classroom and into a career? Not many. Right?
Well, here's Ihe opportunity to learn a business while
you're in school, make money while you're learning,
and turn it into a career when you graduate, life
insurance is whot we're talking about. And specifically,
New England lite. We have a Premium Financing
Man that's easy to sell because it enables your
classmates to buy life insurance now and pay later.
And we're Ihe kind of company whose agents
command a lot of respect in their communities
and money in their pockets. Think it over. Then
call Bill Coulacos at 744-6704. An equal opportunity
employer.

the first pass may then be
assigned to another section
of the course he missed, as
long as the second section
doesn't conflict with the
courses he did
receive
during the first pass.
The student is usually
placed in the section with the
lowest enrollment, which
could possibly be the section
he originally requested
In the third and final pass,
those schedules that are still
incomplete are sent through
the computer in an attempt
to fill them with either
specific or general alternate.
An alternate course will be
scheduled only if it does not
conflict
with
courses
assigned during the first and
second passes.
AFTER THE FINAL pass,
results are returned to the
students If a student still
has an incomplete schedule,
or il he is dissatisfied with
his schedule, he may attend
an
open
in-person
registration session at the
beginning of fall quarter.
Students with incomplete
schedules are given top
priority for the in-person
registration
session,
followed by those students
who are just dissatisfied
with their schedules.

WEEK

percussionist
Anthony
Cirone. "Symphony No. 1 for
Percussion."
The concert is free and
open to the public

Vets to meet
in Union at 7
The regional coordinator
of the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War (VVAWi
will
speak
at
the
organizational meeting of
BGSU veterans in the
Falcons'
Nest.
Union,
tonight at 7.
Gary Staiger will speak
about the organization which
has
a
membership
approaching 20.000 with
chapters
chartered or
forming in all 50 states and
Vietnam
Major objectives of the
meeting will be to set up a
Bowling Green chapter of
the VVAW and to discuss
upcoming action concerning
Armed Forces Day. May 20,
and Memorial Day. May 30
All veterans, including
non-Vietnam veterans, are
encouraged to attend

Who puts the
elegance in /
today's casual
way of life?

GRAHAM NASH
DAVID CROSBY

Bring a hearty appetite and

LENOX

WIDE
and

only 3.48
Compare at 4.44
Good Thru Sunday. May 7

WHITE
Wide flairs are on the go
these are ready!

All white 100 percent cotton twill with
en interesting ilg-iag stitch detail.
Super wide M" leg. wide belt loops, fly
front end low rise styling. SIZES I to 13

for a great steak dinner

. . with Venture, a mod,
bold fine chinu pattern
that's designed for the life
style of the 70s. Jet black
and bright platinum bands
are set against the ivory
warmth and elegance of
Lenox China.

Tuesday is Family Night at Ponderosa from
4 P.M. on. A Si 39 Family Steak, baked potato.
salad and roll, all for 98*. Every Tuesday.

DEPARTMENT STOOE

PONDEROSA STEAK BOUSE
l WOOSTMST.ACHCrswOM
IHE FOOTBALi STADIUM

m
N. iKtrtuorymn
MAIN * ••—•» —•- —•
Fa. SH-tsMl

Daily 10-10, Sunday 11-6
BIG N PLAZA. 1080 S. Main St.

Ih. KN»<, Tu.Kloy, May 16, 1977

Pat* »

)

Wallace campaigners,opponents stunned
ByMiekaelJ.Salffea
Amdatca Frew Writer
His supporters and his
opponents alike denounced
the shooting yesterday of
Alabama Gov. George C.
Wallace.
Those who worked in
Wallace's campaign for the
Democratic
presidential

nomination were shocked
and angered.
Two of his opponents
cancelled some of their
campaign appearances.
Many officials recalled the
assassinations of Martin
Luther King Jr.. John F.
Kennedy and Robert F.
Kennedy, and lamented for
the stale of the nation.

Sen. George McGovern of
South Dakota, the liberal
who defeated Wallace last
week in the Nebraska
Democratic Presidential
primary, said in Kalamaioo,
Mich.. "I'm totally shocked
by this savage act.
"If we've gotten to the
point in this country where a
public figure can't speak out

on the issues of the day and
seek the presidency without
being shot, then 1 tremble
for the future of our nation."
He added. "We can only
hope and pray for the speedy
recovery of Gov. Wallace
and we can only say a prayer
for our country."
He said he was suspending
until further notice all

Spring exam schedule
TIME OF
EXAMINATION

7:45am to
9.45 a m

Union cleared
by bomb scare
The University Union was
cleared Saturday night after
employees found a
"suspicious package" which
could not be accounted lor
according to Dale Shaffer,
chief of campus security
police
The employees lound the
package, containing
nothing harmful," about
7 30 pm The Union was
closed for the rest of the
evening

10 MTRF
I0MTWR
I0MWF
10-12 MW
10-12 WF

II MTRF
I1MTWR
IIMWF
11MTR
10-12 TF

12 MTRF
12MTWR
12TWRF
12MWF
12 TR
12 MTR

9TWRF
9-11 TR
9-11 TF
9 MTR
8-10 TR

I0TWRF
10-12 TR
10 R

IITWRF
II TR
II R
10-12 MR

$ave $ave $ave

1 MTRF
IMTWR
IMWF
1-3 MW
1-3 MR
I MTR

2MTWR
2MWF
2 MTR

3 MTRF
3MTWR
3MWF
3-5 MW
3-5 MR
2-4 MW

4MTWR
3-5 WF

1TWRF
1-3 TR

2TWRF
1-3 WF

3TWRF
3-5 TR
2-4 TR

4 TWRF
4TR

Long Sleeve Blouses,
Knit Shirts
25%-40%-50% off

6-10 pm W
y AC iBo
Comp Sci 101
Acct 451

6-10 pmR
Educ 352

6-10 pm M
7-9 pm MW
FrenlOI.102.201
Span 101,102.201

6-10 pmT
7-9 pm TR
Spchl02

WEDNESDAY
June 7

THURSDAY
June 8

of

SHEILA BRAXSON. a
member of the Wallace
staff, said she and three
other campaign workers
were al the candidates
Maryland headquarters in
downtown Baltimore when

9 MTRF
9MTWR
9MWF
9-11 MW
9-11 WF
8-10 WF
8-10 MW

8TWRF

8MTR

7.00p.m. to
9:00p.m.

intrusion

8MTRF

8-10 MR

3:30p.m. to
5 30p m

"ALL I ran say is. it's a
sad business.'' Humphrey
told newsmen. "It's terrible
that these things happen. It's
getting so you don't know
what's going to happen in
our country anymore in
politics."
President
Nixon
personally called Ms.
Wallace at her husbands
bed side and offered his hope
and prayers for the
candidates'* recovery.
Deploring the "senseless
and tragic incident." Nixon
said the nation has suffered
"more than enough already

the

TUESDAY
June 6

8MWF

1:00pm to
3:00 p.m.

Sen Hubert H Humphrey,
who last week defeated
Wallace in the Virginia
Democratic
presidential
primary, rushed to the
hospital where Wallace, his
main opponent in Maryland,
was being treated.
Humphrey said he planned
to go on lale last night with a
planned television broadcast
from Baltimore beamed to
Michigan and Maryland

from

violence into its political
processes We must all stand
together lo eliminate its
vicious threat to our public
life"

MONDAY
June 5

8MTWR

10:15 a m. to
12 15 pm

campaigning
for
the
presidential nomination

they heard the news
"We all went into shock."
she said an hour later
"Even now it's so hard to
believe."
The Oklahoma coordinator
for Wallace's campaign. Joe

C Phillips, said in Oklahoma
City, Mister, if they want a
fight, they've got one...If
they kill Wallace. I'll spend
the rest of my life running
them down I'm not afraid of
them '

Relief fund nets $160
The Civilian War Relief
Fund, established in the
wake of President Nixon's
renewed bombing and
blockade policy and the
North Vietnamese invasion
of South Vietnam, has
collected a first-lay total of
more than $160
The collection was a result
of a three-point petition
calling for an immediate end
to the Vietnam war.
denouncing escalation, and
accepting U.S. responsibility

for the war's continuation
The petition is being
circulated on campus now.
Signers are asked to pay at
least $1. which goes toward
medical supplies for the
Vietnamese The American
Friends Service Committee
forwards the funds
Persons to circulate the
petition should contact Wes
Harris. 13 Williams Hall. 3722294 or Bill Cleaver. 139
South College Or . 352 7992 .

Shell out
less.

Entire Stock

(selected short si. included)

A detuned pay**"! fa" W* v"u buy Ifw 'ttit insurant:* policy
you'll *anl lomo'io* al pnCM KHJ ( J» attend today

The Powder Puff
Jerry C. Bartnik

525 Ridge

437 Notional Bonk Building
Toledo, Ohio 43604
Phone No.: 244-6701

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
A

CHERRY HILL
VILLAGE

':■■

IS NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
AND BOASTS INCOMPARABLE FEATURES;
• One and One Half Baths
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Refrigerator/Freezer, Disposal

• Central Heating and Airconditioning
• Electric Range & Oven
• Patio Gas Grills

• FANTASTIC PARTY HOUSE

• INDOOR SWIMMING POOL

Rental Agent - Suite 67
741 HIGH St.
352-6248
Furnished Two Bedroom Suites
as low as $57.50/month with 4 occupants
Special Lease Terms Available

BATES & SPRINGER, INC.
Managers

■
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2 amendments studied

Education bill reviewed
believe are the k<v to the
bill's survival
After eight weeks of
sessions, unsettled questions
are said to be narrowed
down to:

By Joe Hill
Anoclate Prcu Writer
WASHINGTON lAPt Senate- House conferences,
grappling with the IB-billion
higher education bill will
focus this week on
desegregation and busing
amendments which most

-Whether to accept
stringent House antibusing
riders or milder Senate ones

Women in politics
'Make policy, not coffee." a discussion of women's efforts
to become involved in politics, will be aired on A Public
Affair/ Election 72 tomorrow at 8 p.m on WBUUTV.
Channel 70
Sander Vanocur. senior correspondent lor the National
Public Affairs Center for Television cNPACTi. will focus on
the national effort by women to enter the political arena on
the policy-making level
Jeanette Rankin. long-time member of the VS. House of
Representatives, and Elizabeth Janeway. author of "Man's
World. Woman's Place will discuss the status of women in
American politics
Ann Wexler. executive director of Citizens for Muskie. will
speak on the problems facing women who aspire to hold top
political positions
The program is a NPACT production and is transmitted
nationally by thee Public Broadcasting Service

Bargain Hunting?

• -Agreement on one version
of two highly different
versions of a section that
would provide $15 billion for
schools with desegregation
problems
--Deciding how general aid
is to be divided among
colleges and universities.
PROVISIONS
already
agreed on. conference
sources say. include an
important new aid program
for the nation's eight million
college
students,
establishment of a National
Institute of
Education
designed to improve higher
education. Also
included
were lough
measures
designed
to
curb
discrimination
against
women in admissions and

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS!
1 bedroom - furnished
$1500*
2 bedroom - furnished
2 man $1750
3 man $1850
4 man $1950

The Student
Housing
Association (SHAl will
present
information
programs May 23 and 24 for
students thinking about
moving off campus
The programs will be held

CPA Rovlow

CincMaali
CWvtland
Dayton

• Preparation for loat required
Ioc admission lo gradual* and
profoilional nhooU
> Sis and Iwolvo mno" courses
I Small group!
■ Voluminous molenal tor homo
Itudy prepared by OipOflt in
ooth field
i Uleon irhedule con bo tailored
to moot individual needi

in the main lounges ol
Offenhauer
West
and
Rodgers Quadrangle at 10
p.m. on Tuesday. May 23
On Wednesday. May 24.
the programs will be held in
Founders east lounge and
Kreischerat 10 pm
SHA coordinator Kris
Kt iclim said a minimum of
two SHA members will
present the programs The
presentation will include a
short orientation lecture,
question-and-answer period
and distribution of SHA
literature
V.i iiInn said lecture topics
will include security
deposits, utility procedures
and
warnings
about
landlords

DILL
JEWELERS

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I Kxru.r.
S European coal
mining diatricl.
9 Ckineae unit of
money.
13 Old name of
Weal Indiea
republic: 2 wordi
16 Farm unit.
17 Had an influence
on each other.
18 Dietreee.
1° Biahoprir.

20 Annoya.
21 Share over.
23 City rallwaya:
Colloq.
24 Honor highly.
25 Smoked meala.
24 Small drop, aa
of pafnl.
30 Tvpe of
illoalrallon.
33 Before: Fr.
34 llirli wind.
3!i Brief autobiographical
■ krlrli
36 Store event.
37 Inexperienced.
38 Sacred picture.
30 Jacob .. _, foe

40
41
42
43
44
45
47
48
50
51
54
55
58
59

60
61
62

11 Great

of the nlnnir.
Harhariana.
Had in mind.
Man'a nickname.
Be undecided.
Cereal grain.
Public.
Pronoun.
Move very faat.
Force.
Sound of •
blow: Colloq.
French diva.
Much loo great.
Overlook.
Canadian
province:
2 worda.
Social affaire.
Arreat.
and call.

A^"H

\M«MBI»

AWfCAN aw soncr*

^ presents

12
14
15
22
24
25
26
27
28
29
Jl
32
34
35
37
41

Waick pan.
The Eaat.
Clay -oil.
Tennia
maneuver.
Bilter
Port of Iraq.
Benefit.
Golden State.
Nutabera.
Harmoniie.
lime: 2
worda.
Kind of hoae.
Harden pan.
Four: Cer.
Plcklea.
Paaty cement.

Creek lettere.
Pathway.
Crafted: Her.
Soft drink.
Inrilea to allack.
Inserts.
Act oneva
.
Overcame: 2
worda.
9 Tropical animal.
10 Scholarly.

214 Napoleon Rd.
Office open 12 fo 8 daily

Success
I hi oug h
(dilution
Branches

■ ■■ 1

at

3'

3*

40

Tuesday May 16 1972

■al

■'

m

1

w
ss
60

The HtttOTl IH-pi will present the last of this year * Forum
Serif. Jl 4 pm in ihe l'lstoriral Suite ol the Union Prol
Bernard Slernher will speak on The (ritual BtacttM

■elected loi Mortal Board

Slock Market flub will meet al 7 JO pin in the Tail
mi ol the Union This Il the last week Inr transactions

Delta /eta WtdgM la? Wt'
■re inoud t" i"- part >>t the
noiriled bow i>

Sigma Tau Delia will meet at 7 30 pm to have their Key
picture taken Then there will be a short business meeting
I olio wed b\ .i discussion on the Knglish m-pt . led by Dr
Kdgar Daniels and Dr Kalph Vtolle This is open to all

Phone

Start Europe Free
SI is Hying 7 7 univeistltes lo su comments

and can also ptovtdc you with

• THE STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL SURVIVAL KIT - S10
Including EUROPE ON SS A DAY. THE OFFICIAL 1972 STUDENT TRAVEL GUI0E TO EUROPE, the Fiench. Getman
and Spanish editions ol the BERLITZ PHRASE BOOK, oi ALTERNATIVE LONDON, including listings of Tourist 01
ftces Eutopian National Ttavel Buteaus. sludenl hotels and hostels teslauianls. complete schedules ol Inlet
Eutoptan Flights. Hams, and infoimation coveting tequtted documents, weather diug policies plus

* student/youth fare $213

i

I

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

r—r~y
-r*

SERVM ES OFFERED

Spanim pnvnlc daam Call
Marti MTM
W\NTKD
Wanted \ malt .md i
female 1 oi ;> isecd bike
r.nn .'.'HISiti itM.M
W.uiifil
Murophones and
stands ( JII2 58W Urrv
RIDES
| ni'eil mta lo I'gh Pa Mav
MorlD 2 5515
Riders wanted
to I'hil
Leaving Tntl
M.i\
0
Returning Mon
Ma\ 2v>
CallSnnd) -41-0171

FLORIDA FREE take my
car leave it there Flanders
372-2303 15 pm

Wan ted Two go-go girls and
one barmaid to work 9 pm lo
2amThursSat Call 352-0514
alter 6 pm

via NEW YORK

M»*

ITS

Rapidly expanding agency in
merchandising & marketing
needs aggressive capable
individual
interested
in
learning manv facets ol
oltset printing
including
markup
typesetting and
pastings
Art background
helpful but not necessarv
Good lulure Send resume lo
Spenlev Agencies Box 147
113 K Center St Kosiona
Ohm 44830

• OURlAMERICAN EXPRESS.M0NEY SURVIVAL KIT - FREE
• APPLICATION FOR YOUR INTERNATIONAL STUDENT IDENTITY CARD - FREE

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL, in coniunclion with patttcipaling attlines. will book you on the date, route and cat
net ol yout choice al the lowesl tate possible and out European offices will see lo il thai yout return reservations
art properly handled A $50 deposit is requited at the time ol booking
Faits aie subject
to governmental approval

I'clmet

HELP WANTED

WRITE TO US FOR YOUR FREE STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL EUROPEAN TRIP GUIDE

PERSONALS

KLM

621 CHURCH STREET
ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 48104
■ 1406 M SlrMl, N.W., Wash. DC.
- 507A Kings Road, London, England

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZ'.E

SWAILITIUI

1

Mutuni

onl. IltOpei mo im hiding
all utilities 352 0717 t'»J MM
Room

Domino s savs See our ad
in lodav I paper and lo our
old and new customers
Thanks tor vour patronage
and watch lor more specials
mining in the issues this

K.ii i in»;s

l*Ol

J

t;»7:;«.: 7 pm

Manjnnvoi Modnlai Starao
Handniasler

I»H

49i

Put pie

1971

oraniie V'cspa motOrtCOOtef
2 2473 3&4-6IH1I

Mushnmin

I'seil mini bike \ 1
used
.ki > C boots all btnl ollei

To PiKA i super Joch ol
I^T: fongialiilalions ran
Lota Laura

riwnp' CallJW-«37ii

EE-YAY! Vaughn uPlKA *
itiHsiandmg BfOthtl l"i the

ran

Mcond ytnr

m a i4.»

fongraiulations not onK lui
that but on being HusinesManager lor the News and
on
vour
internship
this
summer' I m prtiud ol vou

Love Andi
Soeiologv
Cndei graduates
election to be held Wed
Mav 17 5 30 Capital Room
UnHn All concerned parlies
IK eligible U -roll ice
Kree kittens,
alter 6 pm

call 354 1094

Will
irade
K
his ot
misiellaneous work on 30 It
bonf tor 16 hrsol vachlingon
lake
Krie
I'relei
IE
Itndtntl, but anv.me will do
Need about 7 people t'
I'ntscher 2 2481 or H93 800T
Maumei'
CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS
by
PI'ILIP
MORTON
The
Working
I'and Cfall Center. 515
t onneaul 353-9932
Marvin,
Sandv
Kalhv
Karen
ROLL OUT TI'E
BARREL
The Bruins
finally won it Doc
I'ave a really hokey time al
Ihe I AO Canoe Trip. 5 20
barrings
Mushroom

49(

Purple

Connie we're N Rlad vou
finally |ol that latalier
Conitrals to you and Scott
Alpha i in Mom and Uad does Ihis
make us sisters'* Jennv and

Save

i9«>7 Sanbenm Alnmt * «HKI
rondltnm Cnll Chuck 352
i%7 Sean N*M
miles Excel «
bestoffei i»J)

I W I5UU
ISM oi

Ponunc Firebird 400
com PS
P.B.. * -pd
ponHrnctlon $1525 Ph 352
1963 Chrvsler 300 VI P B
Ml
Aulo $200 Call 352
6446
1970 I'onda el 350 1'erle.t
cond 352 0363 mornings
l*h \V\ clean call .152 7149
233 W Merrv
1*5 Ford Galaxie500 PS
P B aulo Excel cond $800
or hn'si oiler .i-'iJ 7714
Hit. ee
inoiorcyck- verv
good cond $200 352 5**8
Now leasing lor Sept I'aven
I'.iuse Manor al corner ol
Mercer IE WoOtttf Model
!tpcn 7 davs a wk 8 5 711
pmTues-Fri 1-5 7-11 pmSal
and Sun al 7th & I'igh 4Ds
Hub 3529378 352-7324. 352

Student
Aparlnu-nlsHesponsiblc
Mana||ement
3U-«H1 352-1972
Kor Keni Summer Quarter
2 man apartment 352-0139
1 .niv 2 bdrm
apt
4
students 311 K Mem 170
per student :I52 73t»5
Apt lor sub-lease summer
ql $100 mo S COHCRC Call
alter 5 Dave 3J2-76T5

the

men

Roonu wilh kit* hen lor male
Mndtntl June & Nepl Alter
4 00 pm 878 2199
2 bdrm lurn $145 352 7851
\sinth S4»

summer

kitehen
recreation
tin
private entrano' call 153
1706

47-M

Kemivi

lor

tali tbiks from UaivernMj

ewfl

I^ "

\hxut tmoo *

Room t" sublet
Summer
Kitchen $140 gir 352 6298
Ken

apis .'ndiMi rammer lenini

is7i»
-W
-till
undn
v-ananlv
AM KM r.»di4>
extellentiondilion 3&M03

. mid

Sum I bdrmlurn air cond
Coopk prel 403 \ Main
.154 4822 :t53 8065

RldgC Maitoi \pis Itowhnu
tireen s
most convenient

VotMfl Hepublu.ins
Join
now jjet involved Call «1
ITMoi in-MM

Kor Sale Hrancl ne«
Comb CallM4H

residents Now leasing lor
June and September For
romplele
leasing
inlormahon call 352 3595
dav or evening 9 and 12
month leases available

summer

SI'OPS CLASSROOMS nil
at yoai tront door l*h 352
9302 352 73*5 or 352 *«MS

i ungralulationa
t'onnie
Casseda*
on
yoai
cnfaajMieat1 TbeADPl i

ATTENTION GIRLS

Loai
Black
.tth- Reward

352-

H"

icenni) lyslem I'AHKiN'-

DQureU -HI Ihe upt-omini
evani Lmda N«»bi«' L&l
The UX'i B

\mp Baeal 1

Addtess

"
"

CAMPUS MAM Hi iptcul
summer rates JlSOpermo
behind Hiittjer Chel l<ir the
fnesl in tampus living
Kurnished romplele FULL

yoai KDSisiers

1928' 1932'' I93fi"

LOST It PUt M>

D0MIN0S

"

51
57

56

'HTCrTTE»rrn<"i~tWHH'.OVD
0 i
oifE HBN'E E'O *■* p E
MTI!SISB«.R'BO'B V iJT_A E
A 'I ■' I git.
■ BEV
.oMpP' t *C T S
R
A ■■■
A'R*N I N G
H [l V

Barb
I'arnsh
Congratulations on baMM.

and

Name

■>!

I

H"

Apt
to sublet
MS nwi 352 7333

There will be a pOttf) "«adinK I>v Dennis McDonnell
l.uM.'lii .ii K If. pm inlhel'ommulet l.itunife

offer good tonight till 1 A.M. 5/16/72
each additional item only 50c

i!

se

4*

i o\t.n\Tn ATIONS
M.iUMand Tie Numbers

The Speech iVpl Will *P»nsor Dr Hon Smith past
president ol lmeinalionaU'»>mmuniiation AsM-cialmn The
lime is H pm ami the place is Ihe DofWOOd Suite ol Ikff
In ion Sub|«vt
Up ihe Organi/alion wilh an Ear lo
t'ommunu .ilioii

Starmist
Catch a sparkle
from the morning sun.
Hold the magic
of a sudden breeze.
Keep those moments
alive.
They're yours for a
lifetime
with a diamond
engagement ring from
Orange Blossom

3/

M

1

■'
as

B

H
■M

\w ltn loi sale lim hand
Perfect condition IITOO Call

-only

11

a

I"

"
"

2a

CAMPUSCALKNDAR

fym&>Sitfa(f/}wm

Large 16" Pepperoni Pizza
And Two FREE COKES

12

—»*«*->- CL3SSIFIED —«®Je-

On being I Woman. I g"»up seminar devoted t« Woman
7 30 pin St Thomas More Ml persons welcome

in principal cities

II

II

TOR SALE OR RENT

in U.S.
Thai Tuionng School with
the Nationwide Reputation

10

it

l»

SIT R E Y

The Sailing t'lub will meet in 2*6 Overman I'dll at 7 10 pm
lomght

Sinca 1938

•

1

SJJll±,
L.EJ.-C_(.«i
A.N Jlo.f.C

21/11 W len Mile flrl Suite 113
SUUTHIIIID MICHIGAN 4M7I
I.MJI3B«00lb

7

15

!>

43 Swee4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

e

S
14

42

44 Obligate.
46 Wearing apparel.
17 BiMlral king
of Tyre.
48 Dot.
49 Weichty volume.
50 Bird.
51 Top of the head.
52 Of the ear.
53 Irreaolote.
56 Touch me
57 Jack, in
cribbage.

DOWN

interested

STANLEY H KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
DETROIT BRANCH

GREENVIEW
APARTMENTS

4

1

/•> »
"
n

Lake.

129 S. Main

Stnntnm Sessions
Special Compact Courses
Weekends Intfiieiawns

Special Summei rales now in
effect
Cill 352-1195

Love Thy Neighbor

COUTM

SI 3 Sit Ml 7
711411011a
5IJ-24I-HI7

MCAT -DAT-GRE
LSAT ATGSB
NAT'L. BDS.

Get your Greenview 7 Shirts
while they last!

l-lplj

obtaining scholarships and in
hiring and pay for women
teachers and professors
Twice, by big margins, the
l.'ouse has
instructed its
conferences not to back
down from its amendments
that would prevent the
federal government from
providing money for busing
to achieve desegregation or
from urging states to spend
money for that purpose. The
l.'ouse riders also would bar
any court busing order from
taking effect until all
appeals
have
been
exhausted
Senate language would
permit use of slate or
federal funds for busing
where determined that it is
required by the Constitution
or requested by local officials.

SHA off-campus tips

ACCOUNTING MAJORS

Then come out to Greenview
Apartments. Lease a 1 or 2 bedroom apartment on a 3 quarter
lease at

2

1]

Maorer & Oman Apis v.*
leasing 3 & t man apt* 3man 1195 t man $220 I
ndrni lurn air n.nd wall
lo-wall rarpel
Kail gn

lease* SSt-om 3U-7M0
Men tiKiniv quiet, lor sludv
Anal I'h 353-8241 after7
Howling
t.recn '
tmlv
exclusive rccrtaiion room
I'ealed
Indot-r
PooKUl
Fireplace I'arlv
Room
w kilihen
l.icilitieami
bar Outside
t ournard
w patios and it** grills
Dance Area Locker RoOOU
4Ds flub. 7th & I'igh I'h
352 9378 «»r 352 73H
Kurn
apt
I blmk
campus June 352-Owl

Irom

Will compromise on price'
Need
J
subleasers
for
summer quar 2 bdrm I'l
bath pool air cond 352-7915
Room i apt?* Wf summer
rooms l*»r lall near campus
Mi 352 7385
Foi summer
June 15th to
Sept
15th
2 bedroom
iiirnishi-d apartments \-i
$130 00 inr
numlh
Call
New love Really 353 7381
F.ll apts lor grad students
who need pnvacv & quiet
Near
campus
June
occupancy
For summer
Onl) or 1 vr $95 ph 353
8085
Kurn house June or Sepl
I'h 352 0861
Apt
lor summer across
Irom Rodgers & rooms lor

summer <V lall I'h 352-4045
Single 4. double rooms sum
it lall near campus 3527365
Hejulilul
apjrtmenl
ihejp' Apt W (ireenxteu
Completely
panelled am
includes bar 35: S<*>
Sludenl Aparlments
Uuirl Ones JS39HU

The
352

Ml
Warned'
Two lemale
roommales to sublet tor
summer
Apt
includes
indoor pool recreation area
washer i dryer cable vision
and air condition June free
$120 lor summer Call 3520R7
Wayne Aparlments
Now
under
new
management
lor
the
Brentwood located al 724
Sulk SI and Ike Silverwrood
lix-ated al (11 Sevenlk SI
Year round pool privileges
available
lor
all
our

Htm leasing lor Sept I'aven
I'ouse Manor al corner ol
Mercer & K V>o4»sler Model
4jpen 7 davs a wk 8-5 7 II
pmTuevFrt 1 5 7 II pm Sal
and<4un al 7th 4( I'lgh 4Ds
flub 352-9378 352 7324 352

2 bdrm
lurn
air cond
available
lor
summer
|IN mo 3520717 352 7660
Needed 1 a. 2 students to
occupv Campus Manor Apts
with other students BG s
hnest
2
mm
walking
distance trom Adm Bldg 20
various business al your
iront door I'h 352-9302 352
7365 352-4045
(iribbins t.allerv
1 bedrm
apis
12
in lb
lease
lurnished
$159 50
also
unlurmshed I bedrm apis I
or 12 siart at $65 each 835
Fourth St 352-0029
Summer
Apartments
Summer Reduced Rales
353 9863- 352 1ST:
Two man aprtment lor
summer
Kurnished
air
conditioning cable T\ and
pool
Musi sacnl.ee 3527831
Special summer rale I & 2
bdrm apts Falcon Square
\[i^ Mgr Frank Pagedornf
352 0760

INXCLE

JOHN
YOl

PE

WANT8
I
ME^

MISTRKATER
f
Crummv
aparimenis i*
poi»r
serv.ee
Rhftci^
rents Ml ihe rat me*
bate
can eai Iree You II
vou II
living
here and
Old
probably
Hunk ouC
grumpv manager j. hour
vou
re
hike lo campus IIt
e it rail
cm) enough to lak
J525MS \ irwr Apa'':^''FLlSf TOILETS F""™"
air1100 whole sum,n"
cond pool 1-2 If F"1" Call
352 70»5altrr5 00 v
summer 3 man ap'_
Call Tom 352 7715

M0 mo

BEST DEAL IN T«\'*N
ISopfrmo Ivr If?"
165 pfr mo 9 mo If*"
Kood co-op
\
Merchandisf co-op ^
Credit union
110 line ol credit
\
Uaskeai paid
v
Central air paid
'>
lias grills
We now manage anolher
building which is Idling
uplaat Please call aoon
Call John or Connie
\ K-lor Apartments
151-5545
Summer Leases Irom 145
TI'ANKYOl'

News
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Credit offered
for convention
Students can receive
academic credit for
attending
the
1972
Democratic National
Convention under a course to
be offered by the political
science department this
summer.
Three hours of credit will
be given under Political
Science 491, Field Study,
which includes a trip to
Miami Beach. Fla. to
observe pre-convention and
convention week activities.
An additional five hours
for individual projects
dealing with conventionrelated research will be
awarded under Political
Science 490. Individual
Problems.
The combined courses.
Political Science 490-491,
Democratic National
Convention, are under the
direction of Dr William C.
Spragens.
associate
professor of political
science

fjtl

Wallace expected victor

"MY MAIN reason in
offering a course of this
nature is to give people an
opportunity to see a
convention first hand." Dr.
Spragenssaid
The course, offered only
during the first summer
session, includes class
meetings during the first
two weeks of the term to
discuss individual projects.

By Walter R. Mean
AP Political Writer
Alabama Gov. George C.
Wallace was shot yesterday
as he campaigned-in Laurel.
MD . on the eve of two
presidential primaries he
was rated likelv to win
Wallace ranked as the
favorite in Maryland and
Michigan.
in
two
presidential primaries likely
to represent the peak of his
campaign of Democratic
protest.
Sens.
Hubert
I'
Humphrey of Minnesota and

Participants will be in the
Miami area from July 3 to 14.
and will resume regular
class meetings on campus
the last week of the session
Registration is open to
anyone
Students are
requested to sign up for
Political Science 490 in twohour and three-hour blocks
The only specific
additional cost for the
course will be (60 for
housing at the University of
Miami
Food
and
transportation costs will be
up to the individual

Antiwar group
meets today
An ad hoc committee of
faculty and teaching staff
against the war will meet
today at 4 p.m. in 304 MathScience Bldg.

The table, staffed by two
SHA members, will be
moved into University Hall
in case of rain Otherwise,
the location will be near
Williams Hall
The table will be staffed
from II am to 4 p.m SHA
literature, such as the
'Guideline.' "Guide to OffCampus Living" and
"Apartment Checklist will
be available
SHA members will also
answer questions and
receive complaints about
landlords and apartments.

George McGovern of South
Dakota are his chief rivals
Humphrey was campaigning in the Baltimore
are, McGovern in Flint,
Mich
McGovern cancelled his
campaign appearances and
Humphrey went to the
hospital to visit Wallace.
MICHIGAN WILL cast 132
nominating votes at the
Miami Beach convention, to
be awarded proportionately
to the entries polling more
than 5 per cent of the vote in
the all-candidate field

Complaints aired
by food committee
Chock Seibold member of the University
ground crew, toured the Sciolo River Valley
on Saturday and Sunday, traveling from
Columbus to Portsmouth, then back to
Columbus. The tour was organiied by the
American Youth Hostels.

SHA information table
The Student Housing
Association ISHAI will man
an information table on
inner campus tomorrow to
acquaint students with the
functions of SHA

Two primaries today

At a meeting of the Food
Service
Evaluation
Committee yesterday. Karol
Schwinnen. chairman,
brought up the possibility of
having a snack bar for
McDonald and Offenhauer
residents

Nixon assures POW wives
WASHINGTON lAP) Three wives of men missing
or captured in Southeast
Asia emerged from a
meeting with President
Nixon yesterday and said the
chief executive told them
North Vietnamese harbors
would stay mined until
prisoners are released "

University President Hollis A. Moor* Jr. gave a short address
before parents and students attending the Student
Development program's Family Day Saturday.

Phyllis E, Galanti. whose
Navy
Lieutenant
commander husband has
been held prisoner in North
Vietnam since 1966. said
Nixon told the threemember delegation that "at
least we may have some
leverage to get the men
home "
Another wife. Sybil E.
Stockdale. said Nixon told
them "you can be assured
we will continue until those
meese men are released and
those missing accounted
for."
THE PRESIDENT also said
that the mines sown in North
Vietnamese harbors to
choke off the flow of Hanoi's
war supplies would remain
until prisoners are freed,
Stockdale said.
The
third
woman
representing the National
League of Families of
American Prisoners and
Missing in Southeast Asia.
Ms Dunn, said they a left
their 45-minute meeting with
Nixon and presidential
advisor Henry Kissinger
reassured that everything
possible was being done on
the POW-MIA question
Dunn, whose Navy
lieutenant husband has been
missing in China since 1968.
said the prisoner issue was

discussed when Nixon was in
China in February and "I am
sure he will discuss it"
during his Moscow summit
scheduled to begin in one week

General complaints about
the services were also aired
at the meeting
Monna Pugh. co-director
of Food Services, said that
no full-time employees have
been hired since October of
last year, and that the 10 fulltime persons who retired
have been replaced by
students.
Schwinnen also urged
more people to attend their
cafeteria meetings because
"the meetings are for their
own I;I PI ill and attendance
has really been poor."

CONGRATULATIONS
EILEEN EFFRAT ON
YOUR MORTAR BOARD
TAPPING
LOVE, YOUR DZ SISTERS

• Pinny and bulk candies
• Clothes from Miiico and India
• Mori itwilry
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Included in the course will
be discussions ol economic
policy alternatives proposed
by major
political
candidates in 1972
The course will attempt to
evaluate the views ol major
candidates, discuss the
economic implications of
political promises and make
explicit the economic

BONN, Germany (AP) yesterday dropped final
>, objections to Chancellor
IWilly Brandt's treaties with
(he Soviet Union and Poland,
naking it all but a certainty
tthat the pacts will be ratified
irk Parliament tomorrow.
(The opposition Christian
Democrats, who forced
postponement of the vote on
the' treaties last week.
cleired the way for their
acceptance at a five-hour
meeting of its leadership.
The party's federal
executives voted 24 to 1 for
government assurances that
Moscow will hold to bargainkeeping guarantees on the

treaties satisfied
conditions

party

INDIVIDUAL members
of the party are expected to
make a final decision in a
caucus today on how to cast
their votes
The friendship pacts with
Moscow and Warsaw are the
keys to a wider detente
process in which Moscow.
Washington.
Western
Europe and the Soviet-led
East European Warsaw
Pact all have major stakes.
Failure to ratify them
would considerably delay or
even block this East-West
understanding
program
besides almost auto-

matically unseating
Brandt's government
The ruling SocialistLiberal coalition late last
month barely survived two"
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Sandwiches

Fri. & Sat. 8:30 -12:30

• We maintain complete
smoking and comic departments

Janice

Csokmay. junior

LUM'S
Fish & Chips
ALL YOU CAN EAT

successive showdown votes
which left the parliamentary
lower house split down the
middle. Brandt needs the
opposition votes to get the
treaties ratified.

(Ed), won the prize for the
third time She won the
award in 1969 as a high
school senior and again in
1971 as a sophomore here.
The judges who selected
her for the 1972 award were
unaware of her previous
awards. She was chosen
from 365 applicants.

STARTS
WEDNESDAY
An incredible adventure... that journtyi beyond imagination!
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Sure, we give you FREE PEPSI - but we also give you FREE 7-UP
and FREE DOCTOR PEPPER, too!

JUST ASK FOR YOUR FREE
DRINKS WHEN YOU ORDER!
That's right— with every 10" or 12" pizza
you get 1 FREE BEVERAGE— YOUR CHOICE!
and - with every 14" or 18" - you get TWO FREE!
ALL IN 16 oz. returnable bottles!
We give you a
better choice!

Wednesday Only
.
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STUDENTS who enroll in
the course will also analyze
the consequences of
Inflation, unemployment,
wellare. taxes, consumerism environmental
decay, defense spending and
poverty
Kronomics and Campaign
72 will be olfered for the
first seven weeks of the fall
quarter from 7-9 p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays.

PETTI'S
ALPENHORN ROOM
SPECIALS
1
2 Spaghetti - n Lasagna

Student wins Elk grant
CHICAGO (APi-TheElks
National
Foundation
announced yesterday that
the $2,500 top prizes in its
Most Valuable Student
competition were awarded
to a student here and a
California boy.

them

MOBBS

Brandt treaty ratification likely
West Germany's opposition

consequences of certain
political action
It will also attempt to
spark student thinking about
the alternative goals that
exist within a society and the
riinlluts that exist when
society tries to achieve

Music for Listening & Dancing

N. MAIN
352
0173

• VVue hame sun glasses

Economics and Campaign
72. a course to acquaint new
voters with the importance
of economic issues in
political
decision-making,
will be offered fall quarter
The course is listed under
Arts and Sciences 100.
Section No 1000 for three
credit hours It is open to all
students

The Alpine Trio -
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* Mme painted tee shifts

Course to focus
on x72 elections

$1.00

— New items /usf in
• Maivtl Super htio comics

schedule offered no contests
in which the political
climate is likely to be as
encouraging as in Michigan
and in Maryland, where he.
captured 42 per cent of the'
vote eight years ago in a
primary contest against a
stand-in for then President
Lyndon B. Johnson

• Meatball
OSlacked Corned Beef
• Stacked Ham
• Stacked Roast Beef
on a bun or Italian bread
only
• Italian Salami

Metamorphosis • Potttiy tiom Aon Aiboi

Maryland has S3 delegate
votes. 48 of them to be
selected in the primary and
apportioned on the basis of
congressional district
victories. There are 11
candidates in that allcomers field, too.
FOR WALLACE, the
balance ol the primary

352-5166
352-5169
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Stickers win in tourney
By JACK CARLE

Verne Zabek (39) follows through en a pan to a
leommale in yetlerdoy'i17-10 win ov*r Clarkson in
the first-round of the USILA loumnmtnl. Zabek
scored four goals and two assists in the win. BO
closes out it> looguo

MOMA

tomorrow at Ohio

Wesleyan. The next USILA tournament gam* for
BO it Sunday at the University of Massachusetts.

Netters lose to TU
By DAN CASSEDAY
Aiilit.nl Sports Editor
It was a disappointing end to the
regular season for the Falcon tennis
team as it fell to Toledo University 6-3
yesterday at the Ice Arena Courts.
The loss dropped Bowling
Green's record to 1-4 in the MidAmerican Conference and 6-11 overalI
Rain halted play twice during the
match, while the defeat put a damper
on Falcon hopes to win the MAC at
Toledo this Thursday thru Saturday. It
was the eighth straight time the
Rockets defeated BG in MAC play.
THE THREE Falcon points came on
two singles and one doubles victory.
Tom Lightvoet. BG's number one
singles, got the initial point with a 6-2,
6-3 triumph over Brian Engel of Toledo.
Brad Malcolm got the other team
point with 6-2. 6-2 victory over Mike
Englehaupt Lightvoet teamed with
Bill Oudsema at first doubles to get the
lone doubles win. 7-6. 3-6. 6-1 over the
Rocket's Engel and Ken Brown.
What most hurt BG's chances to win
the meet was a 4-2 deficit after singles
play Falcon coach Bob Gill had hoped
for a 3-3 split so that all BG would have

to do would be to take two of three
doubles matches in order to win.
That didn't happen, however. With
the pressure on all three BG doubles
teams, the second and third teams
were off.

A total team effort by the Bowling
Green lacrosse team resulted in a 17-10
win over Clarkson College yesterday in
a first-round game of the United States
Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association
tournament.
By virture of the win. BG will now
travel to the University of
Massachusetts to meet the nation's
15th-ranked team next Sunday
The total team effort was overshadowed somewhat by the recordsetting efforts of first-year attackman
Laddie Horyl. Horyl set a new singlegame scoring mark of nine points on six
goals l tying a school mark) and three
assists
Also. Horyl's goal with II seconds to
play in the third period established a
new season scoring mark He passed
John Dohms' mark of 43 points set in
1969 He now has 45 points on the season
with at least two games left to play
Horyl also missed two games earlier in
the season.
THE FALCONS started out slowly,
as the high-powered Clarkson olfense
(it was averaging II goals a game!
rolled to an early lead in the first,
period BG finally went ahead to stay at
1:47 to play in the second period 8-7.
Clarkson took advantage of Haul
Bovee's strong face-off ability and ran
several fast-break plays off the face-off
in the first period Its last two goals
in the first period both were off the
face-off fast-break and came within
eight seconds of each other
However, the BG stickers were able
to adjust Although Bovee kept winning

the majority of the face-offs. the close
defense was changed and the fast-break
was stopped
"I thought we had practiced that, but
1 guess not." said coach Mickey
Cochrane about the fast break faceoffs

"But when we needed to make
adjustments, our guys did it."
Cochrane continued. "Everytime we
said something needed to be changed
they did it."
After Clarkson exploded for six goals
in the first period the BG defense

Ohio State ripped
"We played as fine a game as we
have played all year and that
includes the Denison game." said
coach Mickey Cochrane after his
lacrosse team's 14-4 win over Ohio
State last weekend.
"It was a full, four quarter effort,
and that was what we needed, a total
team effort," said Cochrane
The high-powered BG attack once
again led the way. accounting for
seven of the 14 goals scored and
seven of the eight assists registered
Laddie Horyl took over the league
goal scoring leadership with three
goals and four assists for 36 total
points.
HORYL MOVED ahead of Ohio
State's Skip VanBourgondien in
average goals per game.
VanBourgondien was shutout by the
Falcons on Saturday.
(Mikei Wilcox did a heck of a job
on him. shutting him out." said
Cochrane "Also Lauri iTurevoni
made a great one-on-one save on
VanBourgondien from about five
feet

"We had no let-downs The mandown defense did a great job early in
the game and didn't allow any goals
until late in the contest," Cochrane
said "It was a great win. building
up momentum for the tournament
game''
[against Clarkson.
yesterday).
VERNE ZABEK-i two goals, two
assists) and Bob Decker itwo goals,
one assist) aided I hn v 1 on attack for
the Falcons
Besides shutting out the highscoring VanBourgondien, Wilcox
added two scores on BG's man-up
situations and midfielders Paul
Wayne Itwo goals), Dave Ziparo.
Terry Cameron and Cal Utzman all
scored goals Tom Messemer added
an assist.
The stickers oulscored OSU 6-0 in
the first half and led 8-0 before the
Bucks could dent the scoreboard six
minutes into the third period
BG is now 5-1 in the Midwest
Lacrosse Association The Falcons
will close out their league season
tomorrow at Ohio Wesleyan-CARLE

By JOE BURCHICK
Assistant Sports Editor

Dan Ryan and Brad Malcolm lost
their second flight doubles match to
Toledo's Jim Davis and Tim Thomas, 63, 6-2 Tim Howell and Ron Dredge lost
to the Hocket's Englehaupt and Mickey
Schmidt. 7-6, 6-4 in the third flight
doubles match.
The longest" defeat in singles
itime-wise and set-wise) was Tim
Powells sixth singles loss to Schmidt
of TU, 1-6.6-3.6-3.

The Bowling Green baseball team,
fresh from weekend victories over
Wayne State and Central Michigan,
heads into the home stretch of the
regular baseball season with a
doubleheader at Wayne State today
before this weekend's big MidAmerican Conference showdown with
the University of Toledo Rockets.

OUDSEMA lost his second flight
singles match to the Rockets Brown. 76. 6-1: Ryan went down at third singles
to Davis of the Rockets. 7-6. 6-3: and
BG's Tim Hoover was defeated 6-1, 6-1
by Toledo's fourth singles. Thomas
Next match for the Falcons is
Thursday when the MAC tournament
opens at Toledo Only first round
doubles will be played that day
Friday the second round doubles and
the first two rounds of singles play will
lake place Saturday will be the
championship matches only

The Falcons, bopping Wayne State at
Stellar Field. 8-5. Friday and taking a 96 verdict at Central Michigan Saturday,
share the top spot in the MAC with
Miami as the conference title rat race
goes down to the wire
Five of the six MAC teams still have
a shot at the title, with BG 13 2-1)
sharing first place with Miami (6-4-0).
Both teams have a 600 percentage
Miami finished its MAC schedule
with a 4-1 six-inning decision at Ohio
University after the Bobcats took the
first two games of the series

Highlighted by a 15-point third
quarter, the White team staged a timeconsuming comeback from a sporadic
first half to beat the Brown team. 28-22.
in Saturday's spring game
Paced by scrambling Joe Babies in
the second half and the powerful
running of fullback Phil Polak. the
White team picked up a head full of
steam and plowed the Brown unit into
the turf
Earlier in the game, the Browns
wasted no time in putting points on the
board, scoring the first time thev had
their hands on the ball Reid Lamport
was instrumental as he marched his
unit 66 yards in 13 plays lopaydirl
LAMPORT SET up the TD drive with
a long aerial to his favorite receiver.
Rick Newman, good for 26 yards
Fullback Don Dillingham bulled his
way to the one-yard line before the
White defensive unit stopped him cold
in his tracks On fourth down and one
yard to go. Lamport kept (he ball
himself on a sneak and got the score
Babies then led his crew on to the
stadium turf and experienced possibly
the worst two quarters of football in his
career
ON HIS second passing attempt.
Babies wanted to hit his tailback Dave
Bower in the backfield Instead, his
pass was picked off by Brian Cross,
who read the play perfectly.
Lamport and Co. got the ball back on
the White JO-yard marker The stifling
White defense only allowed the Brown
team to advance to its 24-yard line
After being halted on that particular
drive, place kicker Bill Witte came in
and hit on a 37-yard field goal. With
Wide s boot under its belt, the Brown
unit had a 9-0 lead in the first quarter.
AT THE start of the second quarter.
Babies was still trying to figure out
bow to make his offense function. It

didn't take him long to find the solution
when the White was rewarded
possession of the ball after defensive
end Tom Fisher picked up a fumble by
Dillingham
The solution came in the big. brawn
body of Polak. still recovering from a
bout with double pneumonia. Polak
took a hand-off from Babies and
powered his way for 18 yards.
The big fullback then churned his
way up the Held on two more running
plays and got the ball down to the
Brown two-yard line
Babies
scampered around his left side and put
the White team on the board to cut the
lead to 9-7.
RICK NEWMAN, who had a good day
returning kicks, stunned the White
squad on the ensuing kick-off by
carrying it 78 yards before being
wrestled down from behind by Myron
Wilson and Rick Hans
It took Lamport six plays to go the
distance, before Dillingham plunged
over from two yards out. Witte added
the conversion and the Brown unit had
a 16-7 lead with 5 38 left in the first
half
In the time remaining before the
half. Babies tried desperately to get
more points. His only problem was that
Mr Cross had thieving intentions on his
mind Cross promptly picked off the
next two offerings Babies tried when
the White team got the ball
THEN CAME the Polak hour, as
he came back after the half and led his
team to a great comeback. The White
got the ball in the third quarter. 75
yards away from a score
Polak and backfield partner Bower
tore up the Brown defense and pushed
it back to its 16-yard line. Babies then
sent his fullback up the middle to bull
his way for 16 yards and the White
team s second TD That made it 16-14
with the conversion.
After a Greg Brewton fumble was
recovered by Fisher, Babies
engineered his best TD drive of the day.
He guided his team 30 yards in six

THE FALCONS were successful in
breaking up Clarkson s clears after a
save of a BG shot Also, the stickers
were able to clear the ball themselves
after a Clarkson shot BG had three
goals on broken Clarkson clears and
added one score on a fast-break clear
effort bv defenseman Rich Mayes
Mayes fed Leif Elsmo who hit Zabek all
alone in front of the net for the goal
Another factor in the win was BG's
midfield defense in the second half
"Our middies played better defense in
the second half." said assistant coach
Jim Plaunt "Also we were able to
adjust to stop the fast-break "
The Falcons still have at least two
games remaining this season, the
tournament
contest
with
Massachusetts and a league game with
Ohio Wesleyan tomorrow However.
Cochrane and his assistants are looking
no farther than the Wesleyan game at
the present time
"I'm just looking one game ahead,
concluded Cochrane.

Falcons win; tie for 1st in MAC
TOLEDO. COMING off a 71
independent win over Aquinas College
Saturday, holds third place in the MAC
with a 4-3-1 mark. The Rockets visit
Akron this afternoon before colliding
with the Falcons this weekend
Ohio holds the fourth spot in the
league with a 4-4-1 slate, while Kent,
still in the conference running, is fifth
at 3-4-1 Western Michigan is the only
team completely out of the race with a
4-7 record.
Bowling Green or Toledo could take

all the marbles this weekend if either
sweeps the three-game series at Stellar
Field.
A three game sweep would leave the
Falcons with a 6-2-1 mark and a .750
percentage, which could give BG its
first MAC title. A Toledo sweep of the
series would give the Rockets the
outright title, with a 7-3-1 mark and a
700 percentage
OHIO COULD repeat as MAC
champ* by sweeping its scries with

plays, with Polak getting 28 of those
yards on brute running
WITH 7:38 left in the third quarter,
Polak burst through the middle on a
one-yard plunge and scored his second
TD of the day Brian Bellovay added
the conversion and the White (earn took
a 22-16 lead
After losing the services of Lamport,
islight shoulder separation) in the
second half. Hal Watz led the Brown
team to its final score Watz took his
team 55 yards in 14 attempts before
Dillingham scored on a one-yard jaunt
This tied the score momentarily at
22-22. but as soon as the White unit got
the ball it had TD in sight
BABICS AGAIN went to the power
running of Polak, who picked up
valuable yardage Polak amassed 23
yards sandwiched around two
interference penalties and chugged the
ball down lo the Brown one-yard line
After two tries to break (he Brown
unit. Babies tried a sneak and scored
the final TD of the game. Bellovay
added the conversion and the White
team was home-free with a comeback
victory.
"I JUST RAN hard and never quit,
said Polak. who led everyone with 143
yards "I was a little tired after the
first half, but when I got my strength
back. I was as good as new," he added
Polak said he has been eating like a
horse to get a lot of weight back he lost
during his illness. "After I got that
breather at half-time. I just came back
out and ran as hard as I could." Polak
concluded
Dillingham. the other fullback who is
dead on the heels of his competitors,
said. "I just want to play some ball It
took me awhile to get myself
adjusted, but I'm confident that I can
help the team "
So ends the spring drills With the
many new faces and surprises coach
Don Nehlen discovered, this summer
should be very interesting as he tries to
formulate a championship team for
next fall.

Kent State this weekend, but only if BG
and Toledo take two of three from one
another The Bobcats would lay claim
to the title on a percentage basis
Kent State could tie Miami and
Toledo for the MAC crown if it sweeps
Ohio University this weekend and the
Rockets take two of three at Bowling
Green.
Miami could also lay claim to the
title if rain cancels the BG-TU series,
and Kent State and Ohio University
each win a game in their series The
Redskins would then win their first
MAC baseball crown with a 600
percentage
THE FALCONS look turns jumping
out to big leads and coming from
behind last weekend as BG upped its
won loss mark to 17-10-2.
In Friday s Wayne State battle, the
Falcons jumped off to an 8-3 advantage
after five innings Steve Price went
five innings for the Falcons, winning
his second game against one loss.
Dick Selgo's three-run homer in the
seventh inning paved the way for 194
win against Central Michigan Saturday
in the first game of a scheduled
doubleheader Central had gone ahead
5-4 in the bottom half of (he sixth inning
before Selgo's first collegiate blast put
the game out of reach

Babies, Polak lead win
By KENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor

stiffened up. allowing them only four
more scores. Meanwhile the attack, led
by Horyl. began to put points on the
scoreboard
"Our attack was the difference in the
game." commented Cochrane. "We
just beat their defense
Horyl was joined in the destruction of
Clarkson by his fellow attackman
Verne Zabek and Bob Decker Zabek
scored four goals and assisted on two
others to push his season totals to 39
points while Decker added one goal and
two assists Decker now has 30 points
for the season.

pennant race The Falcons, now lied for first, got a

JIM MEERPOHL. hurling the first
seven innings, notched his fifth win of
the season against one loss Ric
Richmond relieved in the seventh and
picked up his third save of the season
Rich Arbinger had a single and four
walks, and Tim Pettonni had two
singles, a double and a walk to pace the
Falcon attack
The loss, the second home fiel'd
defeat for Central Michigan tlys
season, dropped the Chippewas to 23/8-

chance at the crown against Toledo this weekend

1

Things are looking up for coach Don Purvis (loft)
and his assistant Terry Parsons after last weekend
when Ohio U. beat Miami two of thro* in the MAC

Golfers sixth of Purdue
In their final regular season
appearance of the year Saturday, the
Bowling Green golfers finished sixth in
the in U',mi Purdue Invitational
Playing the first 18 holes of the 36hole tournament in a steady rain, the
Falcons finished the day with a team
total of 774 on the par 71 Purdue
University North course
Ball Slate and Indiana University
were co-champions with totals of 759,
followed by Miami (7641. Purdue (766)
and Ohio Slate (767). Ohio University
was one shot behind Bowling Green at
775. with Illinois (777). Wisconsin (813).
and Northwestern i864) rounding out
the field
FALCON COACH John Piper was
able to find some bright spots despite
the rain and the sixth-place finish.
"We're always pleased to beat OU,"
he said. "And it was encouraging to
shave 14 strokes off on our second
round."
The Falcons shot 394 for the first !8
holes and brought it down to 380 the
second time around
Freshman Ken Walters led Bowling
Green with a 78-72-150 to finish in fifth
place, six strokes behind medalist
Steve Groves of Ohio State Scott
Masters fired a steady round of 78-76154. followed by Tom Fortuna and Mark

McConnell at 156
Rick Faulk had a pair of 79's to finish
at 158. and Jim Stone shot 82-81-163
However. Stone's score did not count in
the team total.
With the regular season over, the
Falcons have three days to prepare for
the MAC championship at Toledo's
Belmont Country Club on Friday and
Saturday. Piper and his linksmen hope
to end a 16-year drought by bringing the
championship trophy back to Bowling
Green for the first time since 1956

/
The Falcons received a bit of I tick
from the elements in the second gatne.
as the nightcap was called after four
innings with BG losing a no-hitter, p-0.
"WE PLAYED reasonably well this
past weekend,' coach Don Purvis/ said
"We'll just be concentrating on g'etting
ready for Toledo this weekend." J
Purvis plans to use Jeff Lessic. Bob
Lonchar and Richmond along with a
few other pitchers in tuning up(Hns staff
for the TU series this weekend. '
This afternoon s doubleheader will be
a pair of seven-inning games w'ith the
first one getting underway at 2 i .EDT I.
After the games, the Falcons wil6 take
in tonight's Detroit Tiger-Baltimore
Oriole battle before returning to BG to
prepare for Toledo.

Wottle blazes; thinclads 2nd
For Dave Wottle. the weekend
brought a return to form. For the
Falcon track squad, it brought the first
defeat of the season.
Wottle's 3:58.5 victory at the Martin
Luther King Games in Philadelphia on
Sunday established what had been in
doubt since sickness slowed him down
before the Kansas Relays. The question
now answered is Wottle's contention
for a possible berth on the Olympic
team.
But more important for now is the
Mid-American
Conference

championship meet at Toledo this
weekend Without a healthy Wottle, the
team could have a hard time in its
attempt for the team championship.
The team lost to Eastern Michigan
87-72. but defeated Toledo (27) and
Taylor (9) in the final warm-up meet
before the MAC-Saturday
Individual winners were: Dave
Fegley. 14.3 in the 120-high hurdles:
Jeff Booms, 49' 9'V' in the shot: Tracy
Elliott's 9:00.2 in the two-mile, Dave
Wottle's 154.2 for the 880: and Dennis
Leone with 203' 6" in the javelin.
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